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T

he fourth edition of Industrial Maintenance
Expo (IMX) was organized from from 19‑21
September 2014 at Codissia Trade Fair
Complex, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu with an
attempt to address the challenges and needs of the
industry with the time “EFFECTIVE MAINTENANCE”.
The show was supported by Ministry of Heavy Industries
and Public Enterprises (Government of India), National
Small Industrial Corporation (NSIC), Indian Paints
Association, Tribology Society of India and TWI, UK. The
objective of IMX 2014 was to educate, create awareness
and demonstrate the modern technologies of products
and solutions relating to Maintenance, Service and
Repairs to the manufacturing Industry. Coinciding with
the expo, conference on Best Maintenance Practices for

Zero Breakdown and least cost maintenance methods,
Corrosion Management Summit and Certification
Workshop on Corrosion Audit Methodology & Corrosion
Management to share the knowledge and create
awareness of maintenance techniques.
The expo was inaugurated by Mr P Radhakrishnan,
Minister of State for Heavy Industries and Public
Enterprises, Government of India. During the inaugural
address, the Minister said the role that effective
organizational productivity has received increased
attention industrial maintenance is of primary importance
to the Indian industry and stressed that the fact that
our effective management of maintenance dramatically
impacts our ability to manufacture quality products that
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are competitive in the world market and could have
dramatic impact in our ability to compete with goods
from developed countries.
He also mentioned that activities related to industrial
maintenance played an increasing role as productivity
of Indian Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) were
less compared to that of developed countries due to
frequent equipment breakdowns accidents and corrosion
which more importantly pose severe safety hazards.
The conferences and exhibition gives more education
and knowledge about the maintenance importance, he
added.
Mr. Ravi Sam, Chairman, CII Tamil Nadu in his welcome
address at inaugural session of IMX said, Maintenance is
expected to play an even much bigger role, as industries
worldwide are going through increasing competition and
increased automation of plants, there is always need for
new trade fairs as products become more diversified
and specialized. The IMX has been one such beneficiary
of this expansion
Mr A Shivakumar, Co-Chairman of IMX 2014, in his
Theme Address, mentioned that as a nation, we cannot
afford to waste process time beyond a reasonable limit.
Apart from efficiency and productivity, breakdown also
impacts safety of workers as industrial accidents become
a greater risk. For most companies, maintenance costs

are as low a 2%, however, the upstream and downstream
impact can be much higher. An organization, that
priorities industrial maintenance as per a regular schedule
through breakdown analysis can avoid such losses to
a great extent and prolong life of company assets.
Maintenance is expected to play even much bigger role
in the years to follow, as industries worldwide are going
through an increasing and stiff competition and increased
automation of plants and the down time cost for such
systems is expected to be very high. To meet the
challenges, maintenance has to use latest technology and
management skills in all spheres of activities to perform
its effective role in profitability of the company.
Mr. TT Ashok, Past Chairman, CII Southern region, while
addressing at the Inaugural Session of IMX said, Today’s
Industrial Maintenance Expo is a very good initiative
taken by CII and the ministry to reach out and spread
awareness and help people to connect to where they
can get help. Maintenance is really the backbone of any
engineering industry. Healthy growth of the manufacturing
Sector availability of skilled talent has led to the need
industrial maintenance as ineffective management of
maintenance would dramatically impact our ability to
manufacture quality products that are competitive in
global markets. Maintenance is expected to p lay an
even much bigger role, as industries worldwide are
going through increasing competition and increased
automation of plants.
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Glimpses
The 3 days exhibition has the following components
encompassed:
The Exhibition had a wide range of display of mainte‑
nance tools & Techinal products. The event witnessed

the product launches by HPCL Milcy, Akzo Nobel, ITW
Chemin, Timken and more. Companies participating at
IMX had a platform to conduct Dealer meet & Dealer
Training programmes especially HPCL, SKF, ITW to
name a few.
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Conferences...

C

onference on TPM with a focus on sustained
maintenance and covering the following topic
“Zero Breakdown & Least Cost Maintenance
& Good Maintenance Practices” and eminent
speakers namely Mr E.Namasivayam, TTK Prestige
Ltd ; Mr A L Rajin, Carborundum Universal Ltd; Mr

Krishnakumar, Aquasub Engineering; Mr Deepayan
Das, SKF Bearings Ltd; Mr Chris Wiseman , Corporate
Membership Development TWI; Mr Sakthivel.C, Timken
India Ltd; Dr Y P Rao, Gulf Oil Corporation Ltd; Mr
N Sriramulu, ITW Chemin; Mr M P Srivastava, IRD
Mechanalysis Ltd; Mr. Ravikumar Bhandaru, Houghton

India have addressed the gathering of more than 200
engineers from Coimbatore, the need and effectiveness
of maintenance.
Corrosion Management Summit with the focus on
Corrosion Management covering the topics of “Cor‑
rosion Mitigation and Coatings” and eminent speakers
namely Dr. G H Thanki, Corrosion Consultant; Mr.
Purushothama, Outo Kumpu India Pvt Ltd; Mr Chris
Wiseman, TWI; Mr. Kaushik Duttagupta, Akzo Nobel;
Mr. Satish Lele, Arkema; Mr. C R Venkatesh, Cortec
Corrosion Solutions India Pvt Ltd; Mr. P Mulukutla, Harita
NTI; Dr. S Bhaskar, CSIR have addressed the gathering
of more than 150 delegates from Industry.
Certification Workshop on Corrosion Audit Methodology
spoting the capacity building of industry professionals
in three different sssions discussing the technical issues
related to corrosion. The workshop wtnessed the major
speakers from industry namely Dr. U Kamachi Mudali,
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR); Dr.
G H Thanki, Corrosion Consultant; Dr T Subba Rao,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre and more than 100
Mechanical Engineers attended and certified on audit
methodology. The certificates were presented by Dr.
U Kamachi Mudali.
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Facts & Figures:
Gross Exhibition Area:

5000 sqmts

Total Visitors:

5000

Business Visitor:

3500

Business Enquiries Generated:

2000

Supporting Associations:
• Indian Paints Association

• TPM Club India

• Tribology Society of India

• CII – Avanta Centre for competitiveness for
SME

• TWI UK

In Media
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